INTRODUCTION {#S1}
============

Inherited and acquired genetic disorders of the blood affect millions of people. For many hematopoietic diseases, stem cell transplantation is the current standard of care. Finding a matched donor is often not possible and graft versus host disease is a common and severe side effect.^[@R1]^ A promising alternative is to deliver a therapeutic transgene to the patient's own hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) using retroviral vectors. The use of autologous HSCs avoids the potential for graft versus host disease and retroviral vectors can be used to permanently deliver a therapeutic transgene. Current retroviral vectors used for HSC gene therapy have been extensively modified from their respective parent viruses to improve safety and efficacy, while maintaining the ability to integrate into the host cell genome. The stable genetic delivery of a therapeutic transgene to the HSC allows for expression of the transgene in all mature blood cells allowing for therapeutic correction in any hematopoietic lineage. HSC gene therapy has already been successful in numerous pre-clinical and clinical trials.^[@R2]--[@R7]^

Unfortunately, severe vector-mediated genotoxic side effects have been observed in clinical trials, including the development of leukemia.^[@R8]--[@R10]^ The integrated retroviral vector provirus has the potential to interact with the host genome via several mechanisms that include enhancer mediated activation of nearby genes.^[@R11]^ Thus far leukemogenesis has only been observed in clinical trials utilizing gammaretroviral vectors,^[@R8]--[@R10]^ though evidence of genotoxicity has also been observed when lentiviral vectors were used.^[@R6]^ In a gene therapy trial for β-thalassemia, a dominant clone with a lentiviral vector integration near *HMGA2* causing transcriptional activation was found in one patient. The dominant clone with the integration was restricted to the myeloid lineage and the therapeutic effect was only observed in the erythroid cells. In this context, the integrated vector provirus has not led to malignancy as of this time. Lentiviral mediated genotoxicity has also been observed in pre-clinical studies.^[@R12]--[@R14]^ Vector-mediated clonal expansion was also observed in gammaretroviral gene therapy trials for chronic granulomatous disease which did lead to malignancy.^[@R9],\ [@R15],\ [@R16]^ In summary, numerous clinical trials have shown that integrated vector proviruses are capable of dysregulating the host genome which is of significant concern for use in the clinic.

Foamy viral (FV) vectors are a potentially safer alternative for HSC gene therapy.^[@R17]--[@R20]^ Similar to other retroviral vectors, FV vectors integrate in the host cell genome and have been extensively engineered to improve their safety.^[@R21],\ [@R22]^ FV vectors have a potentially safer integration profile,^[@R17],\ [@R23],\ [@R24]^ integrating less frequently near transcription start sites (TSS) than gammaretroviral vectors, and less often within genes compared to lentiviral vectors. In addition, both gamma and lentiviral vectors are prone to inefficient transcriptional termination and read-through transcription, which is not readily detectable from integrated FV vectors.^[@R25]^ FV vectors have reduced genotoxicity when directly compared to gammaretroviral vectors in the 32D genotoxicity assay^[@R19]^ and reduced prevalence of clonally expanded severe combined immunodeficient (SCID) repopulating cells (SRC) in vivo compared to lentiviral vectors.^[@R20]^ Importantly, FV vectors efficiently transduce human SRC^[@R21],\ [@R26]^ and in a direct comparison to lentiviral vectors in the dog large animal model FV vectors led to similar marking levels in long term repopulating cells.^[@R27]^

Although FV vectors appear to be relatively safe, the promoter used to express the therapeutic gene cassette still has the potential to interact with and dysregulate nearby genes. Though the use of non-promiscuous and weaker promoters would be the preference for gene therapy, therapeutic efficacy may not be possible without the use of an enhancer containing promoter for some disorders. Current therapeutic attempts for β-thalassemia and leukocyte adhesion disorders were more successful when a strong enhancer containing promoter was utilized.^[@R14],\ [@R28]--[@R33]^ Therefore, to further improve safety, retroviral vectors with chromatin insulators are also being developed.^[@R14],\ [@R19],\ [@R34],\ [@R35]^ Chromatin insulators are genetic elements which prevent inappropriate regulation of gene transcription^[@R36]--[@R41]^ and are used throughout the human genome to regulate gene expression. They can either prevent gene silencing by promoting the opening of condensed chromatin,^[@R42]^ or block enhancers from interacting with promoters. Enhancer-promoter blocking insulators can cause changes in the chromatin architecture^[@R41],\ [@R43]^ or directly interact with enhancer proteins to prevent enhancer mediated activation of promoters.^[@R40]^ When an enhancer-promoter blocking insulator is used to flank a therapeutic gene cassette, the therapeutic gene enhancer-promoter is prevented from interacting with the surrounding genome.^[@R34],\ [@R44],\ [@R45]^

Previously we evaluated four insulators from the literature^[@R46],\ [@R47]^ for insulator activity, effects on FV vector titer, and retention in the FV long terminal repeat (LTR) during reverse transcription and integration.^[@R19]^ We successfully developed a high titer FV vector insulated with a 650 bp version of the chicken hypersensitivity site four insulator (650cHS4) described by Arumugam et al.^[@R46]^ We also showed that the 650cHS4 reduced the number of hotspots in human CD34^+^ cells after 10 days of culture with vectors containing the spleen focus forming virus (SFFV) promoter controlling the transgene. This highly genotoxic enhancer containing promoter increases genotoxicity to allow comparison of vector safety.^[@R48],\ [@R49]^ Liu et al. identified several promising insulators from the human genome by combining bioinformatics and chromatin immunoprecipitation with DNA sequencing (ChIP-seq) and characterized these insulators using in vitro and in vivo assays.^[@R50]^ Two of these insulators, A1 from human chromosome 1 and A2 from human chromosome 19, are smaller than the 650cHS4 and were shown to have more insulating activity than the full length cHS4 in an antibiotic resistance based insulator activity assay.^[@R50]^ Here we report the development of novel insulated FV vectors with these newly identified A1 and A2 insulators from the human genome. We also evaluated the efficacy of an A1 insulated FV vector, with the 650 bp cHS4 insulated FV vector, and uninsulated FV vectors in SRCs. These FV vectors also contain the SFFV promoter to maximize the potential effects of an uninsulated FV vector. The effects of insulated FV vectors on the engraftment of vector exposed human CD34^+^ cord blood cells, lineage-specific marking, and clonal expansion of vector transduced long term repopulating cells were compared.

RESULTS {#S2}
=======

Development of A1 and A2 insulated FV vectors {#S3}
---------------------------------------------

Since our previous description of insulated FV vectors, additional efforts have been made to identify novel insulators.^[@R50]--[@R54]^ These efforts have focused on discovering binding sites for the protein CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF), the only protein so far found to be necessary for enhancer blocking insulator activity. Recently Liu et al. described and characterized the enhancer blocking activity of numerous CTCF binding sites from within the human genome.^[@R50]^ Of these, A1, an insulator from chromosome 1, and A2, an insulator from chromosome 19, were characterized as strong insulators with higher activity than cHS4. They were also shown to reduce the genotoxicity of gammaretroviral vectors in 32D cells while having no effect on the titer of lentiviral vectors. These insulators are promising candidates for FV vectors. A1 and A2 insulators were positioned in the same position of the 3' LTR U3 of replication incompetent FV vectors (FVSGW-A1 and FVSGW-A2) as previously described for a 650cHS4 insulated FV vector ([Figure 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).^[@R19]^ These A1 and A2 insulated FV vectors were developed with insulators in both the forward (-F) or reverse (-R) orientation. Positioning of the insulator in the U3 LTR takes advantage of retroviral reverse transcription to copy the insulator from the 3 'LTR to the 5' LTR. The final integrated therapeutic vector provirus thus has an internal transgene cassette flanked by insulators.

A1 and A2 are promising insulators for FV vectors {#S4}
-------------------------------------------------

We used three previously described rapid in vitro assays^[@R19]^ to compare the efficacy of the A1 and A2 insulators for use in FV vectors. The first assay is a plasmid based enhancer blocking activity assay designed to evaluate the relative enhancer blocking activity of the insulators. The A1 and A2 insulators were directly compared to the previously evaluated 650cHS4 insulator. For this assay, a dual fluorescence enhancer blocking test plasmid was used to compare insulator activity ([Figure 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).^[@R19]^ An insulator placed in the test position of this plasmid reduces the expression of mCherry by blocking the CMV enhancer (CMVe) activity on the CMV minimal promoter (CMVmin). A copy of the full 1.2 kbp cHS4 was positioned 3' of the mCherry cassette to decrease the effects of the enhancer and increase the effects of the test insulator. A constitutively active EGFP cassette was placed between the CMVe and the 1.2 kbp cHS4 to act as a control for transfection efficiency. Once normalized, the mCherry expression of insulated and uninsulated plasmids can be directly compared and the reduction in fluorescence determined ([Supplemental Figure S1a](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).^[@R19]^ For comparison, an enhancer blocking activity assay test plasmid with the CMVe removed has also been tested. The CMVe has transactivation activity in 293A cells^[@R55]^ and most likely has an enhancing effect on the PGK promoted expression of EGFP that is not present in the enhancerless plasmid. This may cause the EGFP normalized baseline expression of mCherry to be artificially high. We have therefore also supplied the percent of mCherry expression based on the non-EGFP normalized MFI and present all data as percent of promoter activity. The A1 and A2 insulators had similar activity regardless of the orientation ([Figure 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The A1 and A2 insulators were compared to the 650cHS4 using previously reported data for the 650cHS4.^[@R19]^ The A1 and A2 insulators in the plasmid based assay were significantly stronger than a forward oriented 650cHS4 (60% and 53% of promoter activity compared to 80%) as previously reported^[@R50]^, however the activities of A1 and A2 were not significantly different than a reverse oriented 650cHS4. To further investigate the potential effect of the insulators in an FV vector, the A1 and A2 insulators were tested in the context of a FV LTR. The 3' LTRs from FVSGW-A1 (F and R) and FVSGW-A2 (F and R) were tested for insulating activity ([Figure 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The insulated FV LTRs were positioned so that the CMV enhancer is upstream of the U3 to simulate an integrated FV vector with an enhancer element that could interact with the CMV minimal promoter. Both the A1 and A2 insulators had similar activity when in the FV LTR (\~64% of promoter activity), and the difference between A1 and A2 was not significant. In the context of the FV LTR, the A1 and A2 were not as strong as the 650cHS4 insulator.

The production of high titer insulated FV vectors is critical for clinical use. The FVSGW-A1 and FVSGW-A2 insulated FV vectors with the insulators in both forward and reverse orientation were thus compared to determine their titer. Titer was determined on HT1080 human fibroblasts following production in HEK293T human fibroblasts as previously described.^[@R19]^ Unlike the 650cHS4, the A1 and A2 insulators did not significantly or statistically reduce the titer of FV vectors, regardless of orientation ([Figure 1d](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). FV vectors A1 in the reverse orientation did have lower titers (p=0.068) ([Supplemental Figure S2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Since enhancer elements can act bi-directionally, the insulators within the 3' LTR should be retained and accurately copied to the 5' LTR during reverse transcription to be fully effective. Utilizing a shuttle vector rescue approach, we previously showed that strong insulators with repeated insulator elements had a high frequency of recombination causing a reduced number of insulator elements in the final integrated proviruses.^[@R19]^ To evaluate the retention and fidelity of copying of the A1 and A2 insulators from the 3' LTR to the 5' LTR, these vectors were also assessed for insulator fidelity by shuttle vector rescue as previously described.^[@R19]^ For this approach, a bacterial origin of replication and kanamycin rescue cassette were added to the new A1 and A2 insulated FV vectors. Following transduction of HT1080 cells, DNA can be extracted and cut into smaller fragments with *Nde*I which cleaves the cell genome but not the vector, and those fragments are then circularized into plasmids that are transformed into *Escherichia coli*. Circularized fragments containing vector genomes are selected for, and the LTRs sequenced.^[@R19]^ Similar to 650cHS4, the A1 and A2 were present in all captured proviruses in both the 3' LTR and 5' LTR. This shows that both the A1 and A2 insulators are retained and efficiently copied during reverse transcription and integration.

A1 insulated FV vectors are effective in vitro {#S5}
----------------------------------------------

Both the A1 and A2 insulators are promising insulators for FV vectors. The vectors have similar insulating activity, do not significantly affect titer, and are retained after integration. Although the difference was not significant compared to A2, the A1 insulator did have the highest insulating activity in the context of the LTR and in the forward orientation did not affect FV vector titer. Therefore, FVSGW-A1-F was further evaluated in human CD34^+^ cord blood cells. Previously, we assessed over 10 000 retroviral vector integration sites (RIS) from human CD34^+^ cord blood cells cultured in vitro for five or ten days.^[@R19]^ Cells were transduced with dialyzed FVSGW, FVSGW-650cHS4-R, or FVSGW-A1-F at a target MOI of 10. At five days post vector exposure the transduction frequencies were 9.1%, 11.1%, and 26.8% for FVSGW, FVSGW-650cHS4-R, and FVSGW-A1-F respectively as determined by EGFP expression ([Supplemental Figure S1b](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Retroviral integration sites were recovered from the DNA of cells harvested at five and ten days post vector exposure. A minimum of 904 unique integration sites for each vector were captured and used to determine the integration profiles. FVSGW-650cHS4-R had a similar integration profile to FVSGW but had significantly fewer integrations within 50 kbp sized hotspots retrieved from five or ten days post vector exposure.^[@R19]^ We compared the FVSGW-A1-F to both FVSGW-650cHS4-R and the control uninsulated FVSGW ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}; [Figure 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Unexpectedly, we found that FVSGW-A1-F does have a significantly different integration profile compared to both uninsulated FVSGW and to FVSGW-650cHS4-R. The greatest difference between the integration profile of FVSGW-A1-F and the other foamy viral vectors was observed within the first 1 000 basepairs upstream of gene TSSs, statistical differences (p\<0.01) were also seen at other intervals. Similar to our previous study,^[@R19]^ the in vitro cultures were highly polyclonal and clonal dominance was not apparent for any vector.

The percentage of EGFP expressing cells (marking) for FVSGW and FVSGW-650cHS4-R was less than for FVSGW-A1-F at the time of harvest and fewer unique integrations were captured. Therefore, hotspots were defined as two integrations within 10 kbp^[@R56]^ and were determined from at least three non-overlapping matched sized samples of 300 RIS, the size of the smallest data set. No significant difference in hotspots was observed, likely due to a relatively low number of RIS ([Figure 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Insulated vectors do not affect engraftment of or lymphocyte differentiation from SCID repopulating cells (SRC) {#S6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The goal of these studies is to develop a safer insulated retroviral vector gene therapy vectors for use in a clinical setting. Thus we wanted to explore genotoxicity in engrafted clinically relevant human CD34^+^ cord blood cells. We thus explored the efficacy and safety of insulated FV vectors in human repopulating cells in an immunodeficient mouse model. We utilized the well-established non-obese diabetic SCID gamma (NSG) mouse model to explore the safety of insulated FV vectors in vivo. These mice are severely immunocompromised and allow for human stem cell engraftment and hematopoiesis. In order to maximize the effects of the insulators on the safety of FV vectors, FV vectors containing a SFFV promoter controlling the expression of EGFP were used. Our rationale was that in order to compare the relative safety of insulated and uninsulated FV vectors in normal human CD34^+^ cells, within the relatively short time span of repopulating cells in mice, a highly genotoxic promoter would be the most efficient way to elicit differences in genotoxicity. A major advantage of this model over tumor prone mouse models is that genotoxicity is evaluated in normal human cord blood CD34^+^ cells.

Vector exposed human cord blood CD34^+^ cells were intravenously transplanted into myeloablated four week old NSG mice. At six weeks post-transplant, marked human CD45^+^ cells were already present in the blood (\~35%) of all transplanted mice regardless of vector treatment ([Figure 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Engraftment in all mice was very similar and stabilized to greater than 85% after the 15^th^ week post transplantation. Bone marrow taken at weeks 18 and 27 post transplantation also showed similar engraftment of SRCs with greater than 75% of all cells expressing human CD45 ([Supplemental Figure S3a](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Marking in the peripheral blood also stabilized in all transplanted mice after week 15 ([Figure 3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Marking in the bone marrow at weeks 18 and 27 showed similar average percent marking compared to the peripheral blood ([Supplemental Figure S3b](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). There was a considerable difference in the levels of marking observed in each treatment group that closely matched the final multiplicity of infection (MOI) used for each arm. Although we attempted to use an identical vector dose for all three groups, the MOIs were 6.5 (FVSGW), 10 (FVSGW-650cHS4-R) and 17 (FVSGW-A1-F) due to variability in dialysis of the vector preparations at the time of vector exposure. Marking in human peripheral blood leukocyte lineages was also assessed at 18 and 27 weeks post-transplant. There was multi-lineage marking with all insulators and no evidence of any lineage-specific effects of the A1 or 650cHS4 insulator ([Figure 3c,d](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Effects of insulators on SCID repopulating cells (SRCs) {#S7}
-------------------------------------------------------

In clinical trials for retroviral vector gene therapy, the development of genotoxicity can take years. In our model the genotoxic SFFV promoter was used to accelerate the process of genotoxicity, allowing us to observe differences within the lifespan of immunodeficient mice. We thus evaluated FV vector safety by looking carefully at the distribution and contribution of RIS in the bone marrow and spleens of the transplanted mice. Similar numbers of unique RIS were captured from both live bone marrow aspirates at 18 weeks post transplantation and from bone marrow retrieved following sacrifice at 27 weeks post-transplant. More than 250 total unique integrations from each transplant group were captured ([Supplemental Table S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). At 18 weeks the unique integration profile of the different vectors is similar while at 27 weeks the profiles of the FVSGW and FVSGW-650cHS4-R transduced SRCs are further reduced in immediate proximity to TSS ([Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Similar to the liquid cultures, though, FVSGW-A1-F has reduced integrations within 50 kbp of TSS and within genes and near TSS of proto-oncogenes compared to FVSGW and FVSGW-650cHS4-R ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

The unique integrations were further assessed for the frequency with which each unique integration was retrieved and the total of different read lengths captured (spans). During the processing for modified genomic sequencing-polymerase chain reaction (MGS-PCR), extracted DNA is acoustically sheared which results in random cutting of the DNA. When clones expand from a cell with a single integrated provirus, each fragment from different cells with the provirus-chromosome junction will have a different distance from the shear site to the LTR. During processing unique sized fragments, or spans of DNA as measured from the vector-host genome junction to the shear site, are generated. Following sequencing, the number of spans for each unique integration can also be determined. The number of unique integration spans are not as susceptible to PCR biases as unique integration capture frequency.^[@R57],\ [@R58]^ Using the spans for each unique integration, the percent contribution of each unique RIS was assessed for each mouse within a transplant group ([Figure 5a--c](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) and then compiled for an overall comparison between vectors ([Figure 5d](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The magnitude of the integrations with the largest contribution to the total captured RIS were variable and highly dependent on the vector used to transduce the SRCs. These integrations can potentially impart a survival or growth advantage leading to clonal dominance. The control FVSGW and FVSGW-650cHS4-R transduced SRCs had similar clonal dominance. On average, approximately 75% of the observed spans were attributable to the top ten captured integrations from each mouse. A single clone making up more than 20% of the total population has been considered to be significant in the evaluation of clonal dominance.^[@R59]^ One mouse with FVSGW transduced SRCs (B) had an individual clone contributing more than 20% of the total captured spans by week 27. Two mice transduced with FVSGW-650cHS4-R (B and E) also had dominant clones making up more than 20% of the total population of cells with vector integrations, though only at 18 weeks. FVSGW mouse B had a single integration with the highest level of clonal dominance (21.9%). The contributions of the top ten captured integrations in SRCs from FVSGW-A1-F transduced mice were lower (p\< 0.005) than either FVSGW or FVSGW-650cHS4-R ([Figure 5d](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). However we cannot rule out that the different MOIs of 6.5 (FVSGW), 10 (FVSGW-650cHS4-R) and 17 (FVSGW-A1-F) may have affected clonal dominance.

The top ten contributing integrations to each mouse were further assessed for their proximity to proto-oncogenes. Few integrations were within 100 kbp of proto-oncogene TSS. Of those integrations four were recovered at both the 18 and 27 week time points of FVSGW transduced SRCs while only one or two were highly captured at both time points from A1 or 650cHS4 insulated FVSGW respectively ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Integrations from the FVSGW transduced samples were on average closer to proto-oncogene TSS than integrations from the insulated samples. None of the top ten integrations were near proto-oncogenes previously attributed to genotoxic side effects in clinical trials.

We were further interested to evaluate integration sites relative to TSS taking into account the clonal dominance of individual RIS. Therefore, we re-evaluated the distribution of integrations within and near genes and proto-oncogenes using the number of spans identified for each unique RIS ([Figure 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). This approach takes into account the relative contribution of individual clones, when determining the integration profile. For FVSGW, the highest retrieval of integrations was from upstream of TSSs and was greatest within 1 kbp at both 18 and 27 weeks. Both insulated FV vectors had a reduced percentage of integration retrievals within 50 kbp upstream of TSS (p\<0.001), with the greatest percent of retrievals per kbp being within 2.5 kbp downstream of a TSS. A1 insulated FV had the lowest percentage of integrations retrieved within 50 kbp of a TSS (p\<0.001). A1 also had the lowest percentage of integrations retrieved from within 50 kbp of a proto-oncogene TSS (p\<0.001). Together this suggests that the A1 and 650cHS4 insulators impact clonal dominance differently than the uninsulated control, with more repopulating cells having integrations 3' of TSS, while the control has more integrations 5' of TSS.

We also evaluated RIS in the spleen. Spleens were collected from the mice and the DNA from the recovered cells processed by MGS-PCR. Similar to the bone marrow, the cells from the spleen showed an oligoclonal distribution of cells with integrated vector proviruses. FVSGW-A1-F transduced SRCs in the spleen were again highly polyclonal ([Supplemental Figure S4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The top ten contributing integrations from the bone marrow of all vector transduced mice were present in the spleen regardless of the vector (data not shown).

DISCUSSION {#S8}
==========

Retroviral vector mediated gene therapy has great potential as an effective and permanent therapy for HSC disorders as well as other acquired or inherited genetic diseases. Though potentially more efficacious than donor stem cell transplant,^[@R1]^ severe vector mediated adverse side effects are of significant concern and limit widespread use of this therapy in the clinic. Recently, we described the development of an insulated FV vector with the potential to reduce vector mediated adverse side effects.^[@R19]^ Here we describe the development of additional high titer insulated FV vectors with the recently identified A1 and A2 insulators from the human genome.^[@R50]^ We then continued our investigation of vector safety by evaluating the effects of our newly developed insulated FV vectors on transplanted human CD34^+^ cells in the established NSG mouse model. Here we show that mice with A1 insulated FV vector transduced SRCs are polyclonal, potentially more so than 650cHS4 insulated FV vectors. We also show that insulators greatly affect the distribution of captured RIS within proximity to TSS and proto-oncogenes.

In order to be effective in the clinic, insulated FV vectors must be high titer and the insulator should be efficiently copied from the 3' LTR to the 5' LTR during reverse transcription. This results in a transgene cassette that is flanked by the insulator. The newly described A1 and A2 human insulators fulfilled these requirements. These insulators did not statistically reduce the titer of FV vectors and showed moderate insulating activity, decreasing promoter activity by about 35%. Insulated FV vector titer and insulator activity were not dependent on insulator orientation. In comparison, the previously described 650cHS4 insulator reduced titer by 3--5 fold and decreased promoter activity by 65% in the reverse orientation while reducing titer by 5--7 fold and decreasing promoter activity by 60% in the forward orientation.^[@R19]^ The A1 and A2 insulators have a single CTCF binding site similar to the 650cHS4 and as expected, vector proviruses with the A1 and A2 insulators in both the 5' and 3' LTRs were consistently captured. This shows that the insulators are retained and effectively copied during reverse transcription and integration and should be present when used for clinical applications.

Previous reports of A1 and A2 showed that these insulators had more activity than a cHS4 insulator.^[@R50]^ In that report, the insulators were not in the presence of a vector LTR and cHS4 was only evaluated in the forward orientation. When the activity of A1 and A2 were compared to a forward oriented 650cHS4 without the FV vector LTR, the A1 and A2 did have the greater activity, consistent with previous reports. However, the 650cHS4 is stronger in the reverse orientation^[@R19]^ and has activity similar to the A1 and A2 insulators ([Figure 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The activity of the 650cHS4 insulator further increases when in the FV vector LTR,^[@R19]^ while the activity of the A1 and A2 insulators remains the same ([Figure 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This highlights the importance of evaluating insulator activity within vector LTRs and in different orientations.

The A1 insulated FV vector fulfilled the criteria for a promising insulated vector. The insulating activity of A1 was significant and the insulated FV vector is higher titer than the previously described 650cHS4 insulated vector ([Figure 1c--d](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Using vectors with a strong promoter to maximize the potential genotoxic effects of an FV vector on the host genome, we showed that the A1 insulator promotes differences in the position of recovered integrations from in vitro cultured human CD34^+^ cord blood cells ([Figure 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Previously, the 650cHS4 insulated FV vector was shown to have a similar integration profile to the control uninsulated but decreased the number of integrations with 50 kbp sized hotspots.^[@R19]^ In contrast, the presence of the A1 insulator appears to potentially promote a change in the integration profile causing integrations to occur even less frequently near TSS's than the uninsulated FV vector which already has reduced integrations near TSS's than gammaretroviral vectors. The increased frequency of gammaretroviral vector integrations near TSS's has been implicated in its genotoxicity^[@R17],\ [@R48],\ [@R60]^, therefore the reduction in integrations near TSS's imparted by the A1 insulator at transduction may improve safety. Integration sites at day five post-vector exposure are also found further away from proto-oncogene TSS and DNAse hypersensitivity sites ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Future studies will be needed to confirm this observation and to explore potential mechanisms. The process of FV integration site selection and integration is dictated by the pre-integration complex (PIC). This includes amino acids in the viral Gag protein which act as a DNA tether^[@R61]^ as well as viral and host proteins which bind FV viral DNA prior to integration. Adding an insulator sequence to a retroviral vector is analogous to adding a protein binding site and thus could potentially recruit a host cell protein to the PIC. CTCF was previously shown to bind at A1 sites more often than cHS4.^[@R50]^ Therefore CTCF could be binding the A1 insulated FV vector prior to integration and either redirecting where integration occurs or displacing other determinants of integration at a frequency detectable in this assay. Resolving the molecular mechanism of this change is outside the scope of the current manuscript. However, further evaluation of this potential insulator effect on integration profile will be of interest for the development of FV vectors and other gene therapy vectors.

The change in the integration profile potentially introduced by the A1 insulator was not evident following transplantation and successful engraftment in NSG mice ([Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). However, fewer unique integrations were available from vector transduced SRCs than from in vitro cultures, as expected. The integration profiles based on unique integrations alone suggests that the A1 insulator may not promote safety compared to FV or 650cHS4 insulated FV vector. This is in contrast to previously published genotoxicity data comparing A1 insulated, cHS4 insulated, and wild type gammaretroviral vectors^[@R50]^ as well as in contrast to the clonal contribution of captured integration sites presented in this paper. Therefore the integration profile was also assessed by magnitude of capture for different integration sites, which not only reestablishes a safer integration profile for A1 insulated FV vectors compared to wild type FV vectors but also shows a marked change to the integration profile imparted by insulators. ([Figure 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). For both insulated vectors we found a drastic reduction in the total number of recovered integrations within 50 kbp upstream of the TSS (35%--40%, p\<0.001 at week 27) relative to uninsulated FV vectors. Interestingly, insulators appear to promote the survival and expansion of cells with integrations within 2.5 kbp downstream of TSS, while uninsulated FV vectors promote expansion of cells with integrations within 2.5 kbp upstream of TSS. Overall A1 insulated proviruses were found with the least frequency within 50 kbp of TSSs and within genes. While the 650cHS4 insulated proviruses were recovered with the lowest frequency in immediate proximity to transcription start sites. 650cHS4 insulated proviruses were also found more frequently within genes, including proto-oncogenes. The difference in retrieval site distribution of uninsulated compared to insulated FV proviruses suggests that the insulator influences how vectors affect cell survival and expansion.

Assessing clonal dominance by evaluating the prevalence of each unique RIS is informative as to the safety of the different vectors. The A1 insulated FV vector appears to have reduced clonal expansion compared to both 650cHS4 insulated and control uninsulated FV vectors ([Figure 5c,d](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The magnitude of captured integrations here was assessed by the number of individual span lengths captured for each unique integration as opposed to the frequency of capture. Early methods of PCR amplification to capture integrated vector proviruses were restricted to relying solely on frequency of capture to assess clonal dominance. This was because RIS were either directly amplified from DNA by linear PCR, or from restriction enzyme digested DNA that would produce only one length of fragment for each vector provirus. Recent adaptations of RIS capture approaches have utilized random shearing techniques (acoustic or mechanical shearing) to break the DNA into smaller sized fragments eliminating restriction enzyme site bias. In addition, this adds a unique length of DNA (span) from the RIS to the terminus of the sheared fragment. When clonal dominance occurs, several cells will contribute DNA with the same integration site but different spans. With shearing, not only is the frequency of capture obtained for each integration but also the number of different spans for each unique integration. Unlike frequency of capture which has been shown to have increased bias towards amplification of small fragments and gc rich fragments,^[@R62]^ the total number of spans captured for each unique site is much less susceptible to these biases.^[@R57]^

The 650cHS4 insulator did not reduce clonal dominance compared to control FV. The most prevalent unique integration was retrieved from a mouse transplanted with FVSGW transduced human CD34^+^ cells. This integration is less than 25 kbp from the proto-oncogene C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 1 (*CXCL1*). Also known as the GRO1 oncogene, CXCL1 is a secreted protein involved in neutrophil chemotaxis. It is traditionally expressed on macrophages, neutrophils, and epithelial cells and is highly secreted by melanoma cells. Though not associated with leukomogenesis, it is part of a paracrine loop which imparts cancer chemoresistance.^[@R63]^ Upregulation of this gene could give a selective growth advantage in the bone marrow without disrupting hematopoiesis though it could present a problem for the treatment of a potential future non-gene therapy related cancers. It is important to point out that in our study we used a SFFV promoter in order to promote clonal expansion and stress the ability of the insulator to protect from clonal dominance. Use of a less genotoxic promoter such as the phosphoglycerate kinase promoter (PGK) or elongation factor 1α promoter (EF1α) should result is less clonal expansion and captured integrations near proto-oncogenes.

The A1 insulator did reduce dominance, but due to differences in post dialyzation vector recovery efficiencies, the A1 insulated FV vector transduced SRCs were exposed to a higher MOI. This resulted in a higher transduction efficiency of the A1 transduced cells and could increase the polyclonality of engrafted cells. Recently our laboratory has published a study comparing the polyclonality of lentiviral vector and a similar WT FV vector in transduced bone marrow SRCs.^[@R20]^ In this study the percent transduction of CD34^+^ cells prior to transplantation were much higher than in this study (50.1%) and the post transplantation EGFP in circulating SRCs was more similar at 19 weeks post-transplant. When the clonal distribution for these mice is compared to the current FVSGW-A1-F RIS data, we find that mice with A1 insulted FV vector transduced SRCs are still more polyclonal (\~17% reduction to the prevalence of the top ten clones). At the current n this value does not quite reach statistical significance (p=0.088) ([Supplemental Figure S5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), however this data suggests A1 is very promising as an element that may increase the safety of retroviral vector gene therapy and is deserving of further investigation.

To our knowledge, this is the first report of RIS data from insulated retroviral vector exposed SRCs and is consistent with the genotoxicity studies done previously comparing A1 to cHS4.^[@R50]^ Though relatively safe in in vitro assays, under the selective pressure of the xenotransplantation SRC model, the population of bone marrow cells from mice transplanted with FVSGW-650cHS4-R transduced CD34^+^ cells appear to be less polyclonal than the bone marrow from mice transplanted with FVSGW-A1-F transduced CD34^+^ cells, although transduction frequency was 1.7 fold higher than the 650cHS4. We hypothesize that the 650cHS4 insulator is less effective at reducing selective growth advantages than the A1 insulator. However, the fact that both the A1 and 650cHS4 insulated vectors led to similarly different capture profiles than the control FV vector near TSS suggests a growth advantage may occur by a different mechanism for these two insulators. It has been shown that insulated vectors can affect the expression of tumor suppressor genes which shorten the life span of tumor prone mice in a genotoxicity model for lentiviral vectors.^[@R13]^ The more moderate activity of the A1 insulator may have reduced negative effects caused by insulators while simultaneously maintaining enough effect on enhancers to reduce the genotoxicity seen from uninsulated vectors.

Our data further supports the use of SRCs to evaluate clonal expansion as an evaluation of vector safety and to further our understanding of how vector design may contribute to safety. Previously vector safety has been primarily evaluated in primary murine bone marrow in vitro or utilizing the 32D genotoxicity assay.^[@R14],\ [@R34],\ [@R64]^ Immortalization of primary murine bone marrow has been used successfully to evaluate the genotoxicity of gammaretroviral vectors compared to lentiviral vectors.^[@R14],\ [@R64]^ The 32D assay has been successfully utilized to establish differences in the genotoxicity of insulated and uninsulated gammaretroviral vectors.^[@R34]^ However, this assay failed to identify any differences in safety between FV or insulated FV vectors.^[@R19]^ More recently tumor prone mouse models, such as the *CDNK2A* knockout mouse, have been used to compare the safety of both insulated and uninsulated retroviral vectors.^[@R13],\ [@R65]^ This model has shown significant differences in the survival of mice transplanted with vector transduced murine bone marrow cells, reflecting the safety of retroviral vectors when in vitro models have failed. However, this model still utilizes murine cells instead of the final intended target of HSC gene therapy, human CD34^+^ cells. Evaluating clonal expansion in human cord blood CD34^+^ repopulating cells may identify genotoxicity that cannot be evaluated in mouse cells.

In conclusion, we have developed a promising insulated FV vector for HSC gene therapy that contains the A1 insulator from chromosome 1 of the human genome.^[@R50]^ This vector does not reduce FV vector titer, has insulating activity, and is maintained during vector production and integration. In a murine xenotransplantation model, this insulator resulted in a polyclonal population of transduced human CD34^+^ cells. We have also shown that the retrieved RIS from transduced CD34^+^ cells have a potentially safer integration profile than uninsulated FV. Results from a previous study comparing the clonality of cells transduced with uninsulated FVs to lentiviral vectors strongly suggest that FV vectors are potentially safer for HSC gene therapy.^[@R20]^ Our data suggests that the A1 insulator further improves the safety of FV vectors. When combined with a clinically relevant promoter, such as EF1α or PGK, A1 insulated FV vectors may be highly effective and safe. Promising preclinical data from future studies using insulated FV vectors with a clinically relevant promoter in SRCs and the dog large animal model will be important for translation of insulated FV vectors to the clinic. Our data suggests that an A1 insulated FV is an extremely promising vector for HSC gene therapy and supports further evaluation in pre-clinical and clinical therapeutic trials.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#S9}
=====================

Cell culture {#S10}
------------

HEK293T and HT1080 fibroblasts were cultured in Hyclone high glucose DMEM (Thermo Scientific SH30022.01, Waltham, MA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Atlanta Biologicals S11550, Lawrenceville, GA) and 50 U/mL penicillin and streptomycin (Lonza 17-602E, Walkersville, MD). Cell lines were maintained at 37°C and 5% CO2.

Plasmids and plasmid construction {#S11}
---------------------------------

FVSGW and FVSGW-650cHS4-R were previously described.^[@R19]^ The FVSGW-A1 and A2 vectors were made by cloning synthesized *Nsi*I restriction site flanked A1 and A2 insulators into FVSGW using standard cloning techniques. FVSGWKO-A1 and FVSGWKO-A2 vectors were developed by cloning a *SalI* restriction site flanked R6Kgamma bacterial origin of replication and kanamycin resistance cassette into the *SalI* restriction site within FVSGW-A1 and FVSGW-A2. Insulators were synthesized by GenScript (Piscataway, NJ).

Vector production and titer {#S12}
---------------------------

FV vector production and titer were performed as previously described.^[@R18],\ [@R19],\ [@R66]^ Briefly, HEK293T cell were plated on poly-L-lysine coated plates and transfected with vector and vector packaging helper plasmids with polyethylenimine (PEI). Final vector preparations were concentrated by centrifugation and stored in 1:100 the original volume of serum free IMDM and 5% DMSO. Functional titer of all vectors were determined by flow cytometric analysis of EGFP expressing HT1080 fibroblasts following transduction.

Enhancer blocking activity assay {#S13}
--------------------------------

Enhancer blocking activity test plasmids and assay were performed as previously described.^[@R19]^ The mean mCherry fluorescence intensity (MFI) was determined for the EGFP positive cells transfected with control (no insert), LTR, insulator, or insulated LTR containing enhancer blocking activity assay plasmid. To compensate for differences in transfection efficiency, the mCherry MFI was divided by the EGFP MFI to normalize the mCherry expression. The percent of control (no insert) expression was then determined. Control expression normalized to 100%.

Shuttle vector rescue for insulator fidelity {#S14}
--------------------------------------------

Shuttle vector rescue of DNA extracted from transduced HT1080 fibroblasts was performed as previously described.^[@R19]^ Sequencing was performed (Genewiz, South Plainfield, NJ) using primers *5'-TATGCCTCCCGCTATGCTCG-3'* and *5'-CCTGTGGAACACCTACATCTG-*3' for the 5' and 3' LTRs respectively.

Transduction and in vitro culture of human CD34^+^ cord blood cells {#S15}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Cryopreserved male human CD34^+^ cord blood cells were thawed and pooled from three male donors (Cat \# 70008.5, STEMCELL Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada) and maintained between 5×10^5^ and 1×10^6^ cells/ mL. Prestimulation and transductions were conducted as previously described.^[@R18]^ Briefly, human CD34^+^ cells were thawed as per the manufacturer instructions and pre-stimulated at 37°C for 18 hrs in IMDM with 10% heat inactivated FBS, 5000U penicillian/streptomycin, and 100 ng/ mL of the recombinant human cytokines IL-3, IL-6, SCF, TPO, Flt-3, and G-CSF. Cells were then counted and transferred to non-TC treated plates coated with 2 ug/ cm^2^ RetroNectin (Cat \# T100A, Takara Bio, Otsu, Shiga, Japan) as per the manufacturer instructions. Vector preparations were dialyzed (UFC505024, Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) to remove DMSO and then added to cells at a target multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 10. Following a post dialyzation titer, the MOI's were back calculated to 6.5, 10, and 17 for FVSGW, FVSGW-650cHS4-R, and FVSGW-A1-F respectively. The day following vector exposure, cells were harvested and prepared for transplantation. Remaining cells were retained in culture for up to ten days and the EGFP expression and vector integration sites (RIS) determined at day five and day ten post vector exposure.

Xenotransplantation {#S16}
-------------------

Animal protocols have been approved by the Washington State University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. NSG mice (NOD.Cg-*Prkdc^scid^*Il2rg^tm1Wjl^/SzJ, Cat \# 005557, The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME, USA) were housed in sterile microisolator cages and given water and food ad libitum. Three days prior to CD34^+^ cell transplantation, mice were given tetracycline treated water and maintained on antibiotic water for four weeks. At 48 and 24 hours prior to transplantation, four week old NSG mice were given a 25 mg/ kg of body weight busulfan dose in a 1:3 ratio of DMSO and RPMI intraperitoneally. At the time of transplant transduced human CD34^+^ cord blood cells were harvested and suspended at 5×10^5^ cells/ mL in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). 1×10^5^ cells were transplanted into each mouse via the tail vein. Every three weeks starting at week six, 100--200 μL of peripheral blood was extracted from the right saphenous vein of each mouse to evaluate engraftment by flow cytometric analysis. At 18 weeks post-transplant, mice were sedated with isoflurane and up to 3 μL bone marrow extracted from either the right or left femur. Mice were euthanized 27 weeks post transplantation^[@R67]^ and bone marrow from the right and left legs, blood, and spleens collected.

Flow cytometric analysis of murine blood and bone marrow {#S17}
--------------------------------------------------------

50 μL peripheral blood or \~5×10^5^ bone marrow cells in PBS with 10% FBS were blocked with anti-mouse CD16/CD32 (cat \# 101302, Biolegend, San Diego, CA, USA) and then stained with fluorophore conjugated antibodies. Following staining, red blood cells were lysed with RBC lysis buffer (cat \# sc-296258, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA) for 10 min and washed twice with 10% FBS in PBS. Peripheral blood samples underwent a second 5 min RBC lysis prior to washing. Samples were acquired on a BD Accuri C6 or Beckman coulter Gallios flow cytometer and analyzed using BD Accuri Csampler software or FlowJo. Cells were stained with anti-human CD34 PE (cat \# 343606, Biolegend), anti-human CD11b PE (cat \# 555388, BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA), anti-human CD3 PE/Dazzle™ 594 (cat \# 300450, Biolegend), anti-mouse CD45 PerCP-Cy5.5 (cat \# 103132 Biolegend), anti-mouse CD45 PerCP (cat \# 557235, BD), anti-human CD19 PE-Cy7 (cat \# 302216, Biolegend), anti-human CD45 APC (cat \# 555485, BD Bioscience or cat \# 304012, Biolegend). Analysis based 10 000 bone marrow and 3 000 blood cells from the live cell gate.

Modified genomic sequencing (MGS)-PCR {#S18}
-------------------------------------

DNA was extracted from bone marrow samples (Gentra puregene blood kit, cat \# 158445, Qiagen,) and spleens (Gentra puregene cell and tissue kit). 3 μg of genomic DNA from each mouse was modified genomic sequencing (MGS)-PCR processed as previously described^[@R19],\ [@R58],\ [@R68]^ and sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq (Genomic Sequencing and Analysis Facility, University of Texas-Austin, Austin, TX). Sequences were paired with Paired-End read mergeR (PEAR) software^[@R69]^ and processed with the Vector Integration Site Analysis (VISA) server as done previously.^[@R19],\ [@R70]^ Sample overlap is common^[@R68],\ [@R71]--[@R73]^ and was resolved by comparing the span counts for each unique RIS between a VISA compiled data set and the data sets for each individual mouse at each time point. Unique RIS were attributed to the mice with a span count identical to the span count in the combined data set. When the span count in the combined data set was greater than the span count of any individual mouse, the RIS was attributed to the mouse which contained 80% or more of the total RIS and had at least three times as many spans as seen in another mouse. Overlapping RIS which did not meet the above criteria or with 10 span counts or less in the combined data set were not resolved and remain as unique RIS for each individual mouse.

Statistical analysis {#S19}
--------------------

Statistical significance was evaluated by ANOVA and validated by two-tailed student T-test for procedures performed in triplicate or more. χ^2^ analysis was used to evaluate statistically significant differences of MGS-PCR retroviral vector integration site data. p value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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======================
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![Efficacy of A1 and A2 insulators in foamy viral (FV) vectors. (a) Insulated FV vector construction. Insulators (black box labeled I) were placed in the 3' long terminal repeat (LTR) U3. During reverse transcription, the 3'LTR, including insulator, is copied to the 5' LTR. Integration competent FV vector genome is flanked by insulator containing LTRs. FV vector contains portions (') of the FV *gag, pol*, and *env* sequences necessary for vector genome packaging and integration. The FV vector LTR in plasmid form contains a CMV fusion LTR for the purposes of vector production and the woodchuck hepatitis virus posttranscriptional regulatory element (W) for enhanced gene expression. (b) Enhancer blocking activity test plasmid. The CMV enhancer (CMVe) and CMV minimal promoter (CMVmin) are separated by 400 bps and a multiple cloning site (MCS) for the addition of elements to be tested for enhancer blocking activity. (c) Activity of insulators and insulated FV LTRs. Insulators were assessed alone and within the foamy virus long terminal repeat (LTR) for activity in the enhancer-blocking activity assay. The percent of remaining promoter activity as based on mCherry expression following addition of the indicated insulators is shown. A control plasmid without an insulator (control) as well as a control plasmid without an enhancer and insulator (no CMVe) were assessed to determine the upper and lower limits of expression. Both the non-normalized mCherry (raw) and EGFP normalized mCherry (norm) are shown. (d) Effect of insulators on FV vector titer. The fold change as compared to uninsulated FV vectors is shown. Data for 650cHS4 and 650cHS4 insulated vectors reproduced from Browning, et al. (2016) Human Gene Therapy, 27:255--266. Error bars represent standard deviation (SD).](nihms834529f1){#F1}

![Retroviral vector integration site (RIS) analysis of insulated and uninsulated vector exposed human CD34^+^ cells. (a) The positions of unique FV vector integrations in transduced human cord blood cells relative to RefSeq gene transcription start sites five days post vector exposure. FVSGW, n= 1747; FVSGW-650cHS4-R, n= 1200; FVSGW-A1-F, n= 4109. \* is p\<0.001 (b) CD34^+^ stem cells from cord blood were transduced with insulated or uninsulated FV vectors and cultured in vitro for five or ten days prior to genomic DNA extraction for modified genomic sequencing- polymerase chain reaction (MGS-PCR). Captured integrations were ordered by position in the genome and the distances between the nearest integration sites evaluated. At least three randomly chosen non-overlapping unique sets of 300 integrations from the available MGS-PCR sequencing data was assessed. Circles represent the number of total integrations within 10 kbp of another integration site in each group of 300 integrations.](nihms834529f2){#F2}

![Evidence of SCID repopulating cell (SRC) engraftment and hematopoiesis in NSG mice transplanted with transduced human CD34^+^ cord blood cells. Peripheral blood was drawn every three weeks and evaluated for the presence of human CD45, mouse CD45, and EGFP expression. Approximate MOI of transplanted HSCs were 6.5, 10, and 17 for FVSGW, FVSGW-650cHS4-R, and FVSGW-A1-F respectively. (a) Evaluation of engraftment efficiency as assessed by the percent of human CD45 of total CD45 expressed on cells in the blood. (b) Retention of vector transduced SRCs as represented by the percent of human CD45 expressing cells which are also expressing EGFP in the peripheral blood. (c and d) Blood was also stained for CD3 (T cells), CD19 (B cells), and CD11b (myeloid). Presented are the percent of the CD45^+^EGFP^+^ populations expressing each differentiation marker per mouse. (c) 18 weeks and (d) 27 weeks post-transplant. No significant difference in lineage marking associated with insulated FV vectors. Error bars represent SD.](nihms834529f3){#F3}

![Integration profiles of insulated and uninsulated FV vector transduced bone marrow SRCs. (a) Unique integration profile. The positions of unique FV and insulated FV vector integrations in transduced SRCs relative to RefSeq gene transcription start sites (TSS) 18 and 27 weeks post transplantation. At 18 weeks FVSGW, n= 384; FVSGW-650cHS4-R, n= 258; FVSGW-A1-F, n= 1038. At 27 weeks FVSGW, n= 456; FVSGW-650cHS4-R, n= 385; FVSGW-A1-F, n= 913. \*p\<0.05 compared to FVSGW. (b) Capture weighted integration profile. The positions of the spans recovered for each unique integration from FV vector and insulated FV vector transduced SRCs relative to RefSeq gene transcription start sites (TSS) 18 and 27 weeks post transplantation. p \< 0.05 accept where noted. T, p not significant compared to FVSGW; ¥, p not significant compared to random.](nihms834529f4){#F4}

![Clonality of transduced bone marrow SRCs. The different spans for each unique integration captured from bone marrow was determined. Percent of spans for each captured integration presented. (a) Control FV vector (FVSGW), (b) 650cHS4 insulated FV (FVSGW-650cHS4-R), and (c) A1 insulated FV (FVSGW-A1-F). (d) Contribution of the top ten captured integrants. The average percent of the top ten captured integrants as determined by span is shown. \*p\<0.005. Error bars represent SD.](nihms834529f5){#F5}

###### 

Distribution of FV integration sites in transduced human cord blood

  ----------- ------------ -------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ------- ------ ------------------------------------- ------
              Random       10 000                                 44.7%                                  44.4%   1.0%   8.6%                                  6.5%
                                                                                                                                                              
  Day 5       FV-control   1 747                                  41.9%                                  53.8%   2.5%   8.0%                                  9.0%
  FV-cHS4-R   1 200        44.3%                                  59.0%[b](#TFN3){ref-type="table-fn"}   2.8%    9.2%   10.3%                                 
  FV-A1-F     4 109        41.0%                                  50.4%[b](#TFN3){ref-type="table-fn"}   2.4%    7.7%   8.4%                                  
                                                                                                                                                              
  Day 10      FV-control   1 594                                  43.0%                                  53.5%   2.4%   8.8%                                  7.9%
  FV-cHS4-R   904          42.5%                                  59.3%[b](#TFN3){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.9%    8.2%   9.8%[b](#TFN3){ref-type="table-fn"}   
  FV-A1-F     6 489        41.8%[c](#TFN4){ref-type="table-fn"}   49.0%[b](#TFN3){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.8%    8.2%   7.6%                                  
  ----------- ------------ -------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ------- ------ ------------------------------------- ------

TSS, transcription start site; FV, foamy virus; R, reverse orientation; F, forward orientation

n the total number of unique integrations

significantly different than FV-control, p\<0.001

significantly different than FV-control, p\<0.05

###### 

Distribution of unique FV integration sites in transduced SRCs

  Week                        n                                      Total Integrations                     Integrations in or near known proto-oncogenes                                         
  -------------- ------------ -------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- -------
  18             FV-control   384                                    44.5%                                  58.6%                                           8.6%                                  8.6%
  FV-650cHS4-R   258          48.4%                                  58.1%                                  10.1%                                           8.1%                                  
  FV-A1-F        1 038        41.6%                                  54.4%[b](#TFN6){ref-type="table-fn"}   8.1%                                            9.0%                                  
                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  27             FV-control   456                                    47.5%                                  62.8%                                           8.1%                                  10.1%
  FV-650cHS4-R   385          45.1%                                  59.3%                                  10.7%                                           11.0%                                 
  FV-A1-F        913          38.6%[b](#TFN6){ref-type="table-fn"}   54.4%[a](#TFN5){ref-type="table-fn"}   8.1%                                            8.0%[c](#TFN7){ref-type="table-fn"}   

significantly different than FV-control, p\<0.001

significantly different than FV-control, p\<0.01

significantly different than FV-control, p\<0.05

###### 

Proto-oncogenes near highest captured integrations

  Vector         Proto-oncogenes captured at weeks 18 and 27   \% contribution 18/27   Distance (bp)                                           Description
  -------------- --------------------------------------------- ----------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------
  FV-control     CXCL1                                         18.2/21.9               24 127                                                  C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 1
  PCDH7          9.0/18.3                                      1 316                   protocadherin 7                                         
  C15orf65       5.7/3.2                                       10 717                  chromosome 15 open reading frame 65                     
  SAMD9L         9.5/8.0                                       827                     sterile alpha motif domain containing 9                 
                                                                                                                                               
  FV-650cHS4-F   MAGED1                                        7.9/11.1                15 213                                                  melanoma antigen family D1
  UBR1           4.4/5.8                                       27 170                  ubiquitin protein ligase E3 component n-recognition 1   
                                                                                                                                               
  FV-A1-F        ELMO1                                         3.5/2.9                 47 635                                                  engulfment and cell motility 1

###### 

Distribution of captured integration sites

  Week                        n                                      Total Integrations                     Integrations in or near known proto-oncogenes                                         
  -------------- ------------ -------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ------
  18             FV-control   11 889                                 42.9%                                  60.7%                                           5.5%                                  7.4%
  FV-650cHS4-R   8 168        55.2%[a](#TFN8){ref-type="table-fn"}   59.4%                                  11.1%[a](#TFN8){ref-type="table-fn"}            8.3%[b](#TFN9){ref-type="table-fn"}   
  FV-A1-F        34 574       39.2%[a](#TFN8){ref-type="table-fn"}   53.3%[a](#TFN8){ref-type="table-fn"}   7.7%[a](#TFN8){ref-type="table-fn"}             7.3%                                  
                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  27             FV-control   15 961                                 36.7%                                  67.2%                                           3.3%                                  8.8%
  FV-650cHS4-R   11 247       45.8%[a](#TFN8){ref-type="table-fn"}   58.9%[a](#TFN8){ref-type="table-fn"}   10.9%[a](#TFN8){ref-type="table-fn"}            9.2%                                  
  FV-A1-F        39 966       36%[b](#TFN9){ref-type="table-fn"}     53.3%[a](#TFN8){ref-type="table-fn"}   7.3%[a](#TFN8){ref-type="table-fn"}             6.2%[a](#TFN8){ref-type="table-fn"}   

significantly different than FV-control, p\<0.001

significantly different than FV-control, p\<0.01

[^1]: current address: Altius Institute for Biomedical Sciences Seattle, WA 98121.
